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Recon:
Masscar 21 – March 22, 2009 – Taunton, MA Contact
Ed DaRosa (617)-413-8668 or edwarddarosa@hotmail.com
Valleycon 19 – March 29, 2009 – Chicopee, MA Contact
Al LaFleche (413)-733-9247 or ajlafleche@comcast.net
Noreastcon 2009 – April 24-25, 2009 – Blasdell, NY
Contact http://www.noreastcon.com

Bob put on a great Show and Do; “how to make palm
trees with everyday household items”. By the end of the
evening he had a captive audience. John Jr again ran his
butt raged from table to table helping parents and Cub
Scouts build their cars. I even needed his expertise. God
help me I will now never live that down: Dad-you can’t
figure that one out!!
“Don’t Forget to Drink Your Oveltine”
Captain Midnight-Over and Out

IPMS Nationals – August 19-22, 2009 – Columbus, OH
Contact http://www.ipmsusa2009.org/
AMPS EAST 2009 – September 26, 2009 – Danbury, CT
Contact John Gazzola (860)-617-1413 or johng@ampseast.org
IPMS Stratford – October 4, 2009 – Milford, CT Contact
www.ipmsstratford.org
Granitecon XVII – October 18, 2009 – Nashua, NH
Contact Rodney Currier ipmsgsmc@hotmail.com or 603-7263876

The Make-N-Take at Cub Scout
Pack 65
By John J. Gisetto Sr.
Well we held a Make-N-Take with Cub Scout Pack-65,
in North Attleboro on January 23, 2009 starting at
7:00PM. This was another Make-N-Take success story.
We had 37 Cub Scouts build two different type cars.
Thanks to: John Gisetto Jr and Bob Magina for a giant
helping hand. Bob will have photos of this Make-NTake early next week and will be placing them on the
club web site.
Bay Colony Historical Modelers - 12 Garrison Drive - Plainville, MA 02762
E-Mail – treadhead@comcast.net Web Page – http://ipmsbaycolony.com

Eastern Air Lines DC-7B
By Hal Marshman, Sr.
Hi Folks. Attached you should see a color
photo of an Eastern Air Lines DC-7B. This
airplane was purchased in St Paul, Mn about
5 years ago. It was restored to flying
condition, and flown to Opa Locka, Fl for a
bones up restoration. I am happy to report
that the work is now about 98 percent done.
Photogenic, isn't she? My association with
the "Golden Falcon DC-7B" started in 1955,
when Eastern was introducing the new birds
into its fleet. I had a very good friend
working at Eastern reservations at that time,
and he brought me to Logan Int'l Airport in
Boston where Eastern was running half hour
familiarization flights with an example of
the new plane. We braced the crowds, and
finally got onto the last hop. It was my first
time on an airliner, and what a beauty she
was, both inside and out. The flight was an
absolute thrill, being also my first time aloft
at night time. (I was 19 at the time, previous
flights being in single engined light planes.)
In 1955, less than 10 percent of the

population used air transport, most public
travel being by train or bus. Two years after
that eventful evening, I became a
reservations agent with Eastern, and booked
many folks on the DC-7B, which was the
queen of the fleet. I remained with Eastern
until it closed its doors in 1991, with not
quite 34 years of seniority. Once the Insignia
Red spinners are installed on the prop hubs,
you will quickly see why EAL employees
started calling it "The Circus Wagon". The
intention is to fly the Douglas bird around
the country, showing her off at airshows.
Mid-Atlantic Air Museum has an EAL
Martin 404 restored in the same era Eastern
colors, which they put onto the circuit.
Wouldn't I love to see the both airplanes
together at an air show. I do wish someone
would restore an Eastern Connie, as they
were gorgeous in this scheme, particularly
with the sleek classic Lockheed lines. Well,
enough said, enjoy the pic, and the nostalgia
it carries with it. Hal

Go Figure!
By Phil LaBounty Jr.
It's time to take a look at bust's. O.K. I think
I know what your thinking, but no. I'm
talking about paintable miniature figure
busts. A lot of people at the shows ask me
where I get my fantasy pieces. Heres short
list with size, price, and eaze of building.
I'll start with Geometric Design, they have
probably two dozen kits to choose
from.Mostly movie figures their 1/4 scale. 1
to 5 pieces with generic bases. You'll have
to clean mould seams and pour tabs. Test fit
and putty pieces. Price is $50 to $65 range.
Whitworth Studios are the same size as
geometic 1/4 scale. They have about a dozen
pieces. The castings are a little better, in my
opinion, almost a painters piece. Bases are
moulded to the piece and are a little more
expensive $85 to $100 range.
Cellar Cast,if their still around, has 1/2
dozen pieces, same 1/4 scale. Base moulded
to piece. These are nice, clean mould seam,
prime and paint. $50 range.
Earth Bound Studios, Big Heads. These
about half scale,16" to 20" tall, hence the
name. There are 12 or more old movie
monsters with five or more pieces per kit. I
recomend an airbrush for something this big.
These are in the $150 range.
Lastly I'll cover Jimmy Flintstone.He has
about a dozen busts, plus a fairly new line of
gear shifter heads, 2dozen or more for $10
to $20. These take a little more clean up
time, but the price is right.
Well hopefully this answers some
questions.Now I have a question.I'm
thinking of having a bust challenge.We
already have a bust catagory so I would like

to narrow it a little by leaning towards
fantasy busts. This would include movie
characters from all movies. This would
allow entries from other catagories as well.
Please let me know if there is any interest or
if you have any other questions.
Phil LaBounty
508-278-6560
plabounty6560@charter.net
Websites to check out
www.geometricdesign.net
www.whitworthsculpturestudio.com
wwwjimmyflintstonestudios.com
www.amazingmodeler.com
www.kitbuildersmagazine.com

Region 1 Update 01-19-09
By Doug Hamilton RC-1

Howdy everyone!!
I hope everyone is dealing with the cold
weather in a positive manner. The good part
about it is that it gives us all more time at
the modeling bench, which isn't a bad
thing!! I also hope everyone's holidays were
great. My wife and I spent the time in Las
Vegas, visiting with our children and
grandson. The little guy is doing well, and
I'm proud to say I handled my grandfatherly

duties to perfection, passing him off very
quickly when things got stinky!! My son
told me I should change him, however that's
not what grandfathers do!! We pass them off
to the nearest set of hands, more readily
equipped for such activities!! But enough of
this, lets get down to business here.....
With the start of a new year, there are a
number of things to pass along. First, I'd like
to thank all Region 1 chapters for
completing the rechartering activities before
the deadline. It was questionable if one
chapter was going to make the finish line in
time, but they did. I hope next year those
folks have their heads and backsides wired
together a little better to get it done without
the drama, and they know who they are!!
But I'm glad everything was worked out.
Attached is an updated 2009 Region 1 Event
Calendar. You'll notice a few Region 2 dates
included in this years calendar. I've included
them because they're so close to our region,
and could impact our events held close to
these dates. Please be aware of them, and if
possible, support our neighboring region's
events. As always, these are the only dates I
have in my book. If your chapters date isn't
listed, it's possible your chapter hasn't
received RC approval yet. If that's the case,
contact me for the needed approval to get
your event listed on the IPMS web site and
in the Journal, and be eligible for the
insurance. I see an event being advertised,
hosted jointly by two Region 1 chapters that
haven't sought RC approval for this event.
As approval hasn't been requested I assume
this event will happen without insurance,
and IPMS sanction, and as such will not be
mentioned here, nor appear on the list. I find
it astounding that a chapter, or chapters
could host an event, and not utilize some of
the prime benefits afforded by IPMS

affiliation, but hey, it's their event, and they
know best.
On a sad note, I have to inform everyone
of the passing of Joe Turner. Joe was a long
time member of IPMS Brooklyn, a past RC,
and great fellow. Joe was RC when I
became associated with IPMS, and was
someone I looked up in many ways. He had
moved below the Mason Dixon line a few
years ago, but always seemed to make it up
this way for Noreastcon. In the past few
years his health declined, and he didn't make
it up here, but I heard from him regularly,
and kept him up to speed on the goings on
here. He will be greatly missed by many.
And speaking of Noreastcon, now that we're
past the first of the year, I'll be hawking
sponsorships again!! Every chapter in the
Region should consider sponsoring a trophy
package for our premier event. It's easy, and
I know our hosts IPMS Niagara Frontier will
appreciate it!! These folks are working hard
to put together another high quality event,
and you can find all the latest info for the
event at the event web site,
http://www.noreastcon2009.com
And while we're on the subject, it's again
time to consider any nominations for Region
1 Chapter of the Year, and Person of the
Year. Everyone should know the criteria for
these two prestigious awards, but if anyone
doesn't, please contact me for the whole
skinny. The cut off date for submitting
nominations is 31 March, after which I'll go
through all that have been received, with the
winners announced at the Noreastcon
banquet.
Also, we've had a few Region 1 members
pass away during past year. I'll be calling the
roll of these departed members at the
banquet, so please, if your chapter has lost
any members in the past year, let me know

so they can also be included. Over the past
few years we haven't had to perform this
tradition, but we will be again honoring our
departed friends at this years event. Again,
please get me the names for inclusion in the
roll call. It's important we don't leave
anyone off.
The IPMS Reviewers Corps is still seeking
more members. This is a great program
where the model manufacturers send IPMS
samples of their latest products, and IPMS
members get to work with the product, write
a review based on their experiences with the
product, then keep it!! Depending on your
level of involvement, this benefit could
value more then the cost of IPMS dues!!
Contact IPMS 1st VP Dave Morrissette for
all the details of this program. I speak from
experience when saying it's a great program,
as I've received some fantastic items over
the years.
I hear Robert Butler, a member of IPMS
Patriot is starting a figure group here in
Region 1 that's been meeting at the Hobby
Bunker up in Malden MA. Some of the
better figure painters in that area of the
region have expressed interest in
participating. Sounds like a great way to
improve your figure painting skills. If you're
interested in joining, contact Robert
at gryffon8356@hotmail.com for further
info.
With that, I'll end this. As always, please
share this with the officers and members of
your chapter!! (One more week till racing
season starts, with the 24 at Daytona!!)

Semper Fi
Doug Hamilton
RC-1

God Bless America

Del’s Bits and
Pieces…………
Things you might like to know, or maybe not.

Just stumbled on a Squadron Flyer from
Feb. 1992. There’s been a lot of discussion
on high kit prices as of late. So let me give
you some of the highlights from this flyer.
New from Tauro, a 1/48 Macchi MC.205 for
$27.95, Italeri KC-130 ‘Fat Albert’, list of
$33 on sale for $19.99, Hasegawa 1/72 F-4E
Thunderbird, $25.00, Hasegawa 1/48 New
F/A-18 lists at $78, Monogram’s 1/48 P-61
Black Widow is back in stock for $11. There
are a bunch of 1/700 Japanese destroyer kits
on sale for $2.99 each, and the Matchbox
Flower Class Corvette is on sale for $99.99.
The Gunze Sangyo High Tech 1/35
Jagdpanther is back in stock at $110, and
Tamiya’s 1/35 Patton M60A3 is on sale for
$25.99, down from $37.98 . Looks like
some of the prices are already up.

Del’s Corner
Del Stator at large…..
Mules: As some of youze may know, a mule
is a utility animal. So what’s that got to do
with modeling youze ask. Well, not a heck
of a lot, but let me lay it out for youze, this
way. Did youze ever have a kit youze
screwed up while under construction? Done
enough damage that the effort to fix it isn’t
worth it? Like glued the fuselage halves
together and forgot to put in the cockpit tub?
Did youze ever screw up what was to be
your masterpiece tryin’ out some new
finishing technique you read about? (Ok, I
know, some of youze guys didn’t read the

article, youze was just following the how to
pictures.)
Save that mistake kit, don’t throw it out!
Glue it together, youze can use tube glue
here, we’re not going to super detail it, we
just want as much surface area as possible.
Youze can leave off things like landing gear
and antennas, etc. Now when youze get that
brain storm of some new finishing trick
youze can try it out on the ‘mule’ you saved,
like can I shade or weather Alclad with oils?
Works for body putty and glue experiments
also.
Del out.

In Range:
December 13th - Gil Costa

Ray Laskorski
Bob Don
Ray Rosario

Frank Knight
Ted Bunn

1/72nd Fairey Gannet – Joe McDonald Sr.
77mm German Pilot – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Hungarian Vignette – Joe McDonald Sr.
77mm Napolean Bust – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/72nd F.W.Flitzer – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Schwimwagen – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Living Room Set – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Pak 43/41 (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th Stug III G (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th Tiger II (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/25th 1966 Chevy II – Terry Sumner
200mm Fallschiumjager – Mike Kenney
1/6th Orge (WIP) – Mike Kenney
1/350th USS J.P.Kennedy Jr (WIP) Gil Costa
German Machine Gunner flat art – Gil Costa
1/25th 1996 Saleen – Gil Costa
1/35th DdKfz 222 – Jeff Maronn
1/35th M3 Honey – Jeff Maronn
Raffle: None Held
In Attendance:
Gil Costa
Bob Magina
Gian Montecalvo
John Gisetto Sr.
John Gisetto Jr.
Terry Sumner
Chris Libucha

Mike Kenney
Paul Champigny
Kevin Colburn
Joe McDonald Sr
Hal Marshman Sr.
Jeff Maronn
Steve Kwasny

January 09 - Meeting – Kevin Conlon
200mm German Pilot – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/48th Citroen Staff Car – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/72nd Heinkel 22 – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/72nd Fokker D-VI – Joe McDonald Sr.
120mm Admiral Nelson – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/16th Japanese Pilot – Joe McDonald Sr.
1/35th Tiger I (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th SdKfz 251/9 (WIP) – Steve Kwasny

1/35th SdKfz 250/1 (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/35th M10 Duckbill (WIP) – Steve Kwasny
1/48th Mentor – Joe Ravino
1/35th Chinook (WIP) – Ted Conway
1/32nd RF-4C – John McCormick
1/48th C47 Skytrain – Bill Collins
1/35th Hetzer (WIP) – Gian Montecalvo
1/35th Huey dio (WIP) – Jeff Maronn
1/350th USS J.P.Kennedy Jr (WIP) Gil Costa

1/350th I-400 Submarine (WIP) – Paul
Champigny
Raffle: Christmas Raffle – everyone got a
present from Santa
In Attendance:
Kevin Conlon
Steve Kwasny
Chris Libucha
Gian Montecalvo
Ted Conway
Bob Don
Hal Marshman Sr.
Ted Bunn
John Gisetto Sr.
Terry Sumner
Paul Champigny
Phil LaBounty Jr.

Robert Magina
John Nickerson
Joe McDonald Sr.
Kevin Colburn
Ray Rosario
Mike Plouffe
Jeff Maronn
Gil Costa
John Gisetto Jr.
Craig Magina
Joe Ravino
John McCormick

Up Scope:

May 9th 2009 Meeting
- Host – Kevin Colburn –
15 Gilberts Way
Norton, Ma 02766
508-285-4864

th

March 14 2009 Meeting
- Host – Bob Don –
11 William Drive
Foxboro, MA 02035
508-698-2753
Take 95 to Exit 8 (Sharon/Foxboro). Go onto
Mechanic Street towards Foxboro. (left if
coming from south, right if coming from
north). Go to traffic light and go left onto Oak
Street. Go ½ mile and go right onto Maura
Elizabeth Lane (last street before overpass).
Go left onto William Drive. House is #11 (6th
house on right).

April 11th 2009 Meeting
- Host – John Gisetto Sr. –
390 Plymouth Street
Middleboro, MA 02346
508-947-1546
Rte 495 to Rte 44 exit. Take Rte 44E. From
rotary go to third set of lights and take a left on
to Plymouth Street. KOA campground is on
the corner. Its the house on the right (green
ranch). Its about 1/2 to 3/4 of a mile up on
Plymouth Street.

From 495N or S
Take exit 10 and follow 123w through Norton for
about 4.5 miles. Turn left on S. Worchester St.
After about 1/3 mile S. Worchester St will turn
left…stay straight, which turns into John Scott
BLVD. Follow John Scott through 2 4-way stops.
At the second with the flashing red, turn right onto
Dean St. Follow Dean St. for about ¼ mile to
intersection of Dean and East/West Hodges ST.
Turn left on East Hodges and follow for ¼ mile till
left on Myras Way. Follow Myras Way till you
come to Gilberts Way. Turn either left or right on
Gilberts Way, as it’s just a big circle.
Our house is at the opposite end of the circle, with
the number on the mailbox.
From the North
Take 95 S to 495S and follow directions for 495
above.
From RI on 95N Take exit 3 123E and follow it
through Attleboro and into Norton (around 6 miles)
About ¾ of a mile past the Norton\Attleboro town
line turn right on South Worchester St.
After about 1/3 mile S. Worchester St will turn
left…stay straight, which turns into John Scott
BLVD. Follow John Scott through 2 4-way stops.
At the second with the flashing red, turn right onto
Dean St. Follow Dean St. for about ¼ mile to
intersection of Dean and East/West Hodges ST.
Turn left on East Hodges and follow for ¼ mile till
left on Myras Way. Follow Myras Way till you
come to Gilberts Way. Turn either left or right on
Gilberts Way, as it’s just a big circle.
Our house is at the opposite end of the circle, with
the number on the mailbox.

The President's Column FROM
THE BRIDGE

Here we are, another column. I think I’ll start off
with the big news first. We have had our first
special BayCon planning meeting, with one
more to go, we got about half way through the
agenda. We have decided on some big changes
and are moving ahead with them. Monte has
gotten us a good deal on the Elks hall in
Smithfield RI. Unfortunately, I’m told, the first
Sunday in November is not available, but the 8th
is. It’s the second Sunday. It’s a larger hall and
for less money. I’ve not been there yet, but John
Gisetto has and has reviewed the hall for our
requirements and his report is positive. It’s easy
to get to, close to I-295 with just a couple turns
before you see the hall. The hall is on ground
level without any steps so it is fully handicapped
accessible. I’m told there are plenty of tables and
space for the models and vendors. We are still
negotiating over food, the hall may do it or we
can hire a caterer. There are two restaurants
within walking distance, (The Box Seats
Restaurant was a sponsor last year). So it sounds
like it will fit our needs very well.
Moving the show to RI will cause a couple
changes. We will have to file for a State permit
but that appears to be easy enough, it’s just a
form to send in. The permit will have to be
posted at the show. All of our vendors will have

to be licensed in RI. Again, not a major problem.
We will provide them with the address to
contact for a one day license, the fee is $10. We
expect to have more vendor tables available.
Many of our regular dealers have asked for
additional tables in the past and hopefully we’ll
be able to provide them now. It is also our goal
to bring in a couple new dealers, hopefully we
will be able to pick and choose. Some of our
members have asked that we get a tool specialist
and a book vendor. If anyone knows of anyone
that might be interested, and might fit the bill,
please let me know.
I don’t think there will be any category changes
for BayCon this year. There will be a new
challenge, though. Ted Bunn and I have been
exchanging email over this. Ted wishes to
establish the Bob Zoglio Memorial Challenge. I
happen to think this is an excellent way for Ted
to honor the memory of his friend. Part of the
discussion has been over what the subject matter
should be. We both felt that it should fit in with
Bob’s building selections. Bob was such an
eclectic builder that we may have a decades
worth of subject matter to choose from. Ted felt
that “Float Planes and Flying Boats” was an
excellent first subject, for according to Ted, one
of the last models Bob started was a CL 215
flying boat. I believe that there are no scale
restrictions. While on the subject of awards, Joe
Farina, of Farina Enterprises approached me
about sponsoring an award involving his
products. We are still in the discussion stages
but you can bet it will be along the line of best
use of a Farina Enterprises product, like one his
great bases. So if you have some of Joe’s
products in storage you may want to break it out
and work it in to a project.
Sorry to say, I have heard the final word out of
Southern Maine, there will be no show in 2009. I
hope that they can get themselves organized and
their show resurfaces in the near future. Many of
us enjoyed that trek north in the spring.
Speaking of shows in the spring, if you haven’t

heard it yet, MASSCAR and Cape Cod have
joined forces to put on a combined show March
22, 2009 at the Taunton Holiday Inn. I’m not
trying to be hard on them, but I’ve got a flyer in
hand that I believe should have been passed
before an editors eyes before being handed out.
Some of the categories listed are ‘All Real and
Fantasy Ships and Watercraft’ and my favorite,
‘All Tracked Single Engine Aircraft’. I’m sure
these are just typos and if I looked online at
www.masscar.com I would find the correct
categories but this was more fun.
I’ve been on the Revell/USA web site and I see
they are announcing the release of the Universal
Monsters again. Some of you may remember
when they were produced by Aurora. Monogram
released them after Aurora went under. I built
some of them as a kid. Frankenstein was my
favorite. I had been hoping that they would be
released again. I’d like to build Franky just to
see what I can do with it today. Maybe the
Mummy also. I never liked the
Aurora/Monogram/Revell Wolfman, I don’t like
the pose, and think the Polar Lights Wolfman a
much better figure.
I didn’t make it to the December meeting. But
my understanding is that our first Christmas Kit
Swap was a hit. The report I have is that
everyone had a great time, some even got kits
that they’re thinking about building. The
highlight of the event had to be Frank Knight
receiving a Trumpeter 1/32 scale F-100. I can’t
tell you how disappointed I was not being there
to see the look on Frank’s face. It must have
been worth the price of admission! I must thank
Terry Sumner for donating this kit. He has
provided some of us with a wonderful memory
that will last a long time. I suspect that we will
do it again next year. Just don’t expect Terry to
be quite that generous again.
Ok, here’s this months beef. I just saw in the
latest Fine Scale a review of Hasegawa’s F9F-8
& F11F-1 Combo kit. Two 1/72 scale, 70’s

vintage kits, packaged together. These kits have
been available individually for some time and
for $10 or less if I’m not mistaken. So now the
big H packages two of them together and gives
them a sticker price of $37.95! Did I miss
something here? A total of 116 parts for $37.95
from molds that are at least 30 years old. The
summation at the end of the review lists as
“cons:”, “Cockpits short of present standards”.
We are into our 2008 – 2009 membership year,
have you renewed your membership? The
membership fee is still only $10 per year. The
discount you receive with your membership card
at some of our favorite hobby shops, such as
Harry’s Hobbies, or Spare Time, can help your
membership pay for itself. Also, the family
membership plan is still available. If you would
like to pay a couple years in advance we can
handle that. Mail your payments to me or see me
at a meeting, checks to be made payable to Bay
Colony Historic Modelers.

God bless America! Pray for our servicemen
overseas.
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson
bchmaprez@verizon.net

Support Your
Hobby Shop

The kit is packaged in an 8 ½” x 12” x 3 ½”
deep box and is crammed full of plastic. It
includes the large beast, the multi-tiered hoda, a
base, 13 figures, and an instruction sheet.
The creature’s body is in two halves. The
outside half of the legs are cast with the body
with the inside halves as separate parts. The tail
is a separate part. The head is in two halves plus
the trunk, six tusks and two ears. The fit and
alignment of the body appears to be very good
and should require minimal filling.
The hoda, the basket like structure on the
creature’s back where the troops are carried, is
constructed out of about 20 parts. Many of them
represent wooden posts used to support and
stabilize the hoda. It would appear that care
needs to be exerted here to make sure you are
using the correct one in the right location.
The base is a flat sheet of plastic, elliptical in
shape, measuring 7”x 5” and cast with a number
of dead horses and troops and battlefield debris.
Although it is of good quality casting this may
be the one piece I may want to discard.

In Box Review – ‘War
Mumak of Harad’
By John Nickerson
This kit is from Games Workshop and depicts,
when built, the ‘War Mumak of Harad’ from the
‘Lord of the Rings’ movies produced by New
Line Cinema. You may know them as the large
elephant like creatures you saw in the movies.
The figure is designed to 28mm scale for use
with Games Workshop Lord of the Rings
Strategy Battle Game and is sculpted by Alan
and Michael Perry. Any wargamer worth his salt
will know of their reputation.

Games Workshop has developed the art of
casting figures to an art form. Their metal
figures are crisp and loaded with detail. Their
plastic figures are not far behind. One down side
to their figures is that they are designed to be
mounted to an individual base and used in a
game. If you were gaming with this monster you
would mount your figures on their individual
bases and that would be that. Just paint and good
to go. To turn this into a proper model you will
have to cut off the mounting tabs and modify
some of the figures to properly stand in the
hoda. Each of the 13 figures is different but
some are in very similar poses so you may want
to modify a few.
The Instruction sheet is a small folded sheet with
photo images of the parts with arrows and lines
indicating where the parts should go when

assembling per the four steps outlined. There are no part numbers shown to assist your choice. Nor are
there any details to show the correct alignment of parts. This is a very simplified set of instructions.
This is an expensive kit by my book, lists for $65, but the final result will be an impressive model. This is
not a kit for beginners.

Support Your
Hobby Shop

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS

(508) – 222-3460

Hobby Hut
47 Bank Street Rear
Attleboro, MA 02703
Models - Trains - Paints - Rockets - RC
- Hobby Supplies 10-6 Daily
10-5 Sat
Closed Sundays
- WILL SPECIAL ORDER -

IPMS Bay Colony Historical Modelers
12 Garrison Drive
Plainville, MA 02762

